Recommended Starter Pack

StepsWeb is suitable as a whole-school resource and can support any aspect of the curriculum. However, with remedial learners, it is strongly recommended that StepsWeb is used in conjunction with the workbook courses or to support another structured literacy progression. Learners at the early stages of literacy, or with major literacy needs, will also benefit from the hands-on game and activity materials in the Schools Resource Pack.

StepsWeb

StepsWeb runs through a web browser, and is compatible with iPads, Chromebooks, and tablets, as well as PC and Mac. The cost is on a per-student basis, with a minimum of 5 licences for schools. Please note: This is a tiered pricing system. All prices excl gst.

| StepsWeb logins 1 – 15 | - | $30 each pa |
| StepsWeb logins 16 – 299 | - | $10 each pa |
| StepsWeb logins 300+ | - | $5 each pa |

Workbook Courses

There are 12 Levels in total. StepsWeb workbooks A – F cater for learners with a spelling age of below 7-7½. StepsWeb Workbooks 1 – 6 cater for spelling ages of 7½ upwards. A learner on, for example, Level B on the online Course will need Workbook B.

Each level has a Teaching Guide and there is one Manual which provides more in-depth teaching instructions, theory references and additional resources. Learners need their own workbook ($11.50 each). Workbooks are not photocopiable.

Combined Starter Pack

This is a good starting point for schools intending to use the workbook courses. It includes the Teacher Manual, Teaching Guides (2) for levels A – F and for 1 – 6 and one of each workbook (12 in total), which most schools keep as a ‘reference set’. The next stage is for the school to test their learners to see which level they need and order individual workbooks for those learners.

Combined Starter Pack - $215 (saving of $23)

Schools Resource Pack

Comprehensive pack of hands-on game and activity materials, including wipe-clean gameboards and phonological materials. It is particularly important in the early stages of literacy. Materials can be purchased individually, but there is a saving ($29.50) when purchasing the complete pack.

Schools Resource Pack - $250 (saving of $29.50)

www.stepsweb.com